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Controversies in OtolaryngologyThieme Medical Publishers, 2001

	Comprised of the expert opinions of several prominent otolaryngologists, Controversies in Otolaryngology offers the rationale and thinking behind 28 key topics in the field.
	
		In each easy-to-follow section, you will find an important topic debated by three prominent physicians. With a total of 84 different viewpoints on today's...
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Atlas of Ultrasound-Guided Musculoskeletal Injections (Atlas Series)McGraw-Hill, 2014

	Clear, concise description of more than 100 US-guided injections in musculoskeletal medicine.


	A Doody's Core Title for 2015!


	Atlas of Ultrasound-Guided Musculoskeletal Injections includes numerous tips and tricks from the field's most experienced and respected practitioners. This unique and...
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Practical Algorithms in Pediatric Hematology and Oncology: (Practical Algorithms in Pediatrics. Series Editor: Z. Hochberg)Karger, 2003

	This is the only comprehensive collection of algorithms which exclusively addresses hematologic and oncologic problems affecting neonates, children and adolescents. Examining clinical problems which challenge the pediatrician, general practitioner and family practice physician, each algorithm utilizes a concise, step-by-step approach based...
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Parkland Manual of In-Patient Medicine: An Evidence-Based GuideF. A. Davis Company, 2006

	Founded in 1894 by the city of Dallas, Parkland

	Memorial Hospital was established to provide the highest

	quality medical care to the indigent sick, working

	poor, and populations with special needs who would

	otherwise have minimal access to health services. For

	over 110 years, Parkland’s pledge to provide medical...
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Obstetrics & Gynecology: PreTest Self-Assessment & ReviewMcGraw-Hill, 2003
No longer can students assume that continuing education ends with the completion of formal training and the successful completion of licensing or certifying examinations. As of October 1979, all 22 member boards of the American Board of Medical Specialties committed themselves to the principle of periodic recertification of their members. Despite...
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Erythropoietin: Blood, Brain and BeyondJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004

	The use of Epo in medical practice is increasing constantly. It has revolutionized how we think of blood transfusion in medicine and surgery. Moreover, it has become widely known to scientists, physicians, biotech and pharmaceutical executives and the general public. Additionally, the past ten years have seen important advances in our...
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Essential Echocardiography: A Companion to Braunwald’s Heart DiseaseElsevier Limited, 2018

	
		Echocardiography remains the most commonly used imaging technique to visualize the heart and great vessels, and this clinically oriented text by Drs. Scott D. Solomon, Justina C. Wu, and Linda D. Gillam helps you make the most of its diagnostic and prognostic potential for your patients. Part of the highly regarded...
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What If Medicine Disappeared?University of New York, 2008

	I was trying to imagine what the world would look like without Western medicine. Gone would be primary care physicians, surgeons, psychiatry—all the various medical specialties. There would be no treatment for trauma, nor fractures. Sufferers from the common cold would need to recover without their physician’s help. There would be...
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Urinary and Fecal Incontinence: An Interdisciplinary ApproachSpringer, 2005

	- This text gives a more universal approach to the subject


	- Reaches a wide range of physicians from different disciplines


	- Easily structured for hands-on diagnosis
...
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Pattern Recognition: Concepts, Methods and ApplicationsSpringer, 2001
Pattern recognition currently comprises a vast body of methods supporting the development of numerous applications in many different areas of activity. The generally recognized relevance of pattern recognition methods and techniques lies, for the most part, in the general trend or "intelligent" task emulation, which has definitely...
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Manual of OrthopaedicsLippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2001
The sixth edition of the Manual of Orthopaedics continues the recent trend of altering the content and the format to be of greater use to a wider audience of students and practicing physicians. This is the second edition which uses this title, which was changed from the Manual of Acute...
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43: Heart Rate Slowing by If Current Inhibition (Advances in Cardiology, Vol. 43)Karger, 2006

	This book unfolds the history of the discovery of the transmembrane channel which is responsible for the ‘funny’ or If current, the primary modulator of heart rate. Inhibition of this current leads to slowing of the heart rate, which is an important component of the successful management of angina pectoris....
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